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An integral part of the Sentrics 
Ensure360SM platform are the Push 
Station and Pull Station wall mounted 
emergency call stations. Push Station 
is a touch pad station offering two 
buttons for interaction, the face of 
the station and a button located on 
the side. Pull Station offers the same 
two buttons , and includes a pull cord 
hanging from the bottom. Both stations 
have a series of sensors, such as a 
motion detector to detect motion and 
ambient light to detect brightness. 
Other sensors include: temperature, 
barometric pressure, and humidity. 

When a resident or caregiver pushes 
one of the buttons, the Push Station 
or Pull Station will communicate the 
desired action to the Extender network 
so that an emergency call or Assurance 
check can be completed. 

Installation Instructions 
Without backplate (New install): 
1. Remove Pull Station or Push Station 

from box 
2. Twist to remove the back and 

separate the pieces 
3. Measure 44” above finished floor 

(AFF), this is where the bottom of 
the back will rest 

4. With the back placed properly, use 
the provided wall dogs to screw it 
into wall 

5. Once mounted, remove the battery 
tab from the station and align the 
arrows on the front and back, twist 
until locked 

6. Test station 

ENSURE360
PULL/PUSH STATION

Specifications
Dimensions: 3.0” x 1.037” 
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ENSURE360
PULL/PUSH STATION

With backplate (Retrofit): 
1. Remove Pull Station or Push Station from box, get the backplate 
2. Use the backplate to cover the existing hole from the previous station. The 

cord will hang about 42” 
3. When the backplate is mounted properly, slide the station onto the backplate 
4. Twist station to remove the front half, remove the battery tab from the station 

and align the arrows on the front and back, twist until locked 
5. Test station 

Parts:
• Pull.Carbon 
• Push.Carbon
• 604106-Carbon retrofit backplate
• 301913 - 3pk CR2 batteries

Technical Specifications
LED Patterns: 
• Pull/Push powering on - Red, green, blue flash sequence 

• Pull/Push transmitting an alarm - Blue flash 
• Pull/Push being updated - Green and yellow flash 
Supervision interval - 15 minutes 
Estimated battery life - Two years or longer
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ENSURE360
PULL/PUSH STATION

Ensure360 is the perfect combination of  Real-Time Location System (RTLS), 
environmental sensors, wearables, motion detectors, and traditional emergency 
call equipment designed to create a bubble of protection for your residents. 
The system, comprised of: a Headend server, a Desk console, a wireless mesh 
network made up of Extender access points, the Director network coordinator, 
and an array of Locator location beacons, will communicate with various end 
devices around the community to create a modular system to fit your needs! 
The end devices for Ensure360 include: the Pendant for tracking resident and 
staff location and providing a way to call from help from anywhere, the corded 
Pull Station, the touch pad Push Station, the Universal Transmitter with 2 dry 
contacts, and the Motion Sensor. Ensure360 will provide you with the most 
powerful emergency call system you’ve ever used. 

THE ENSURE360 SOLUTION


